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College Awaits Maya Angelou's Spring Visit
By Courtney Coughlin
Co-Editor-in-C-
hief
Once the Student Lectureship
Committee receives the necessary
funds and final approval from
President Philip Jordan, it will sign
a contract for Maya Angelou to
speak at Kenyon this spring.
ChairofStudentLectureships
Kelli Stebel discussed how the
committee has nearly raised the
Interim Activities Director Hired
Lanton Lee Will Temporarily Fill Position
By Stephanie Adams
Senior Staff Reporter
Lanton Lee will temporarily
replace Beth Dudley Stauffer as
the new interim director of student
activities, organizations and greek
affairs beginning in late Decem-
ber. He is currently an assistant
activities director at the University
of Cincinnati.
According to Associate Dean
of Students Cheryl Steele, the Stu-
dent Affairs Center (SAC) staff
has been filling Dudley Stauffer's
position, when needed, in order to
keep the office running smoothly.
Steele said, "We offered
Lanton the position based on his
professional experience and on the
feedback we received from per-
sons who interviewed him." Lee
was the fourth and final candidate
interviewed.
In a telephone interview with
The Collegian, Lee said that he
read about the job in The Colum-
bus Dispatch. Since he is a native
of the region, Lee and his wife
Bookstore Gains National Recognition
David Carroll
Staff Reporter
Kenyon College is known for
many achievements in the aca-
demic and athletic communities.
Now a relatively new accomplish-
ment is receiving recognition in a
category all its own: the first-rat- e
Kenyon College Bookstore.
Over the past 12 years, the
Bookstore has transformed from a
place simply to purchase school
supplies that closed at 4:30 on the
weekends into a social and eco-
nomic center in Gambier. It has
done so largely due to the efforts of
Bookstore Manager Jack
Finefrock.
"You can often judge a town
by what business stays open the
needed $20,000 to bring Angelou
to Gambier. Donations from dif-
ferent Kenyon organizations have
supplemented theStudentLecture-shi- p
budget of $10,000 for this
event.
To date, Stebel notes that they
have $17,000. The department of
multicultural affairs gave $1,500
for this event, which is the greatest
single financial donation as of yet.
Stebel also expects Student Coun- -
wanted to move back.
During his campus visit be-
fore Thanksgiving, Lee said that
he liked the smaller atmosphere of
Kenyon compared to the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati and noted that it
is easy to get to know everyone at
a small college like Kenyon.
When he arrives in late De-
cember, Lee plans to shuffle
through files and meet the staff. He
adds, "a big part will be stepping in
where Beth left off." He wants to
meet with members of all the stu-
dent organizations when students
return from Winter Break.
Lee was impressed with the
fact that even though Kenyon is a
small college, it has over 100 inde-
pendent groups registered with the
SAC.
He expects to apply for the
permanent position in February
when the school begins its national
search. "My hope is that I'll like it
there at Kenyon" he said, "and
that the administration and the stu-
dents will like me and we'll be able
to continue on."
longest Sometimes it's a bar, or a
grocery. In a college town it should
be the bookstore," says Finefrock,
who ran his first bookstore when
he was seven years old. He says he
believes his job is to balance stu-
dents' formal learning with a bit of
informal "goofing off," and he
means it.
The Bookstore has a lounge
complete with food to snack on
and an eternally-read- y cup of cof-
fee, not to mention the "castle"
which many younger members of
the Gambier community enjoy
playing in.
Such inventive measures, in
addition to good business sense,
have given the Bookstore the dis-
tinction of having the highest
see BOOKSTORE page two
cil to donate a significant amount
of money. A variety of other cam-pu- s
organizations have also
allocated funds from their budgets
since even the small amounts have
significant impact, Stebel said.
StudentLectureship Commit-
tee member Sarah Bothe "95 said,
"I think that Maya Angelou is,
without a doubt, worth the money
we spent. Many organizations have
given generously. We have only
received positive feedback and
enthusiasm from students, faculty,
and administration."
The lecture will take place
either late April or early May in
Rosse Hall, which holds 650
people. Stebel said that the com-
mittee debated holding theeventat
different sites, but decided that a
large enclosed area, such as
Old Sculpture Studio Converted into Security Office
Operator
- Lolpby and
Secre
Conference Rm.
Steve Lannen
Senior Staff Reporter
Plans have been made for the
to be moved from
its present location in the base-
ment of Ransom Hall to the former
sculpture studio building located
by the post office and the Weather
Vane. The move is scheduled to be
completed by Jan. 10.
The former sculpture studio
will undergo a renovation to ac-
commodate the needs of its new
occupants.
According Manager of Busi-
ness Services, John Kurella,
facilities for telecommunications,
a switchboard, two offices, an in-
terview room, and work room will
be part of the renovation. The new
facilities will be a marked impro ve-me- nt
over Security's current
Wertheimer Fieldhouse or Ernst
Center is not an appropriate "envi-
ronment for a poet laureate of the
United States. There is something
about having an esteemed speaker
in a gym with a stage," commented
Stebel.
The comm ittee also discussed
how it will distribute tickets for the
event, since there is limited seat-
ing. Stebel explains that students
will receive free tickets, but others
outside the College may pay $10-1- 5
per ticket
Bothe explained, 'Ticketing
will be conducted in a similar way
to the Blues Traveler concert. Since
there will be no charge to students,
tickets will be handled on a first-com- e,
first-serv- e basis. We will
announce the time and location of
the ticket distribution and from
Director's
tory
Hallway
Break Area Cor.puter Rn.
cramped quarters.
After Security moves to the
former sculpture studio, data entry
personnel from the Office of Ad-
missions will move into the
basement of Ransom.
The Office of Financial Aid
will move to the second floor of
Stephens Hall, which is currently
occupied by data entry personnel.
After Financial Aid moves,
The Office of Admissions will be
able to expand into the current
Financial Aid office utilizing the
entire first floor of Ransom.
Exact dates have not been set
for these moves, but Kurella hopes
they will be done by the end of
Spring Break.
According to Kurella, the
approximate total cost of renovat-
ing the old sculpture studio and
moving the current offices in Ran-
som will be $90,000.
there, it's up to students to obtain
their own tickets."
Stebel expects that since the
arranged date will be close to final
exams, "not everyone will want to
come."
However, the campus, accord-in- g
to Stebel, has displayed
"enthusiastic support for this event,
especially considering the celebra-
tions of the anniversaries of 25
years of women and the Black Stu-
dent Union at Kenyon."
Angelou is known for a wide
range of achievements, including
serving as the poet laureate of the
United States, reading her poem
"On the Pulse of the Morning" for
President Clinton's inauguration,
and writing ten bestsellers, includ-
ing her autobiography "I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings."
DFFlce a
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Plans for New Security and Safety Office
Dean of Admissions John
Anderson explained that the moves
will benefit all of the offices in-
volved because they will be able
"to design and fit a space accord-
ing to their needs."
The move will benefit the
Admissions Office by allowing
them to consolidate their support
staff in one area.
Anderson also believes the
moves will improve the flow of
traffic in Ransom. "Now that Fi-
nancial Aid will have their own
space, hopefully prospective stu-
dents won't wander into the
Financial Aid office and people
looking for their office won't get
lost looking in ours."
Assistant Director of Admis-
sions, Zack Morford summed up
the whole situation in more per-
sonal terms. "It's all about space. I
get a bigger office."
NEWS
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Kenyon Maintenance Takes
Advantage of Winter Break
By Bill Brody
Staff Reporter
students will return from
Winter Break to a noticeably al-
tered environment of higher
learning. John Kurella, manager
of business services, said that the
College is not content just to "but
ton up" and hibernate over break.
There is work to be done.
Tom Lepley, superintendent
of buildings and grounds, said
that the Honeywell system,
whichthe College began install-
ing last spring, will be in full
operation by second semester.
This electric monitoring sys
tem will be able to control the
heating and lighting of 14 build-
ings on campus. "For example,"
Lepley said, "we could shut the
heat off in Olin at midnight and
then turn it on again at three or
four o'clock in the moming and it
would all be automatic."
This system could also con
trol the heat and lights in specific
parts of a building if necessary.
Lepley stressed that the program
will not interfere with the opera
tion of the College."
"We don' t want anyone to be
uncomfortable. We want to man
age this system in a way that no
one will know it is being done and
we are still saving money," ex
plained Lepley.
President Philip Jordan said
that the Honeywell system will
save both money and energy. In
fact, Honeywell guarantees that
the investment in their system
will save money over a relatively
short period of time.
Once the new system is in
full operation, Lepley and others
will be monitoring it closely.
Lepley said that he would be able
to report on the monetary savings
as a result of this program at a
later date.
With this new management
system in effect, the maintenance
crew is free to turn their attention
to important renovations planned
for completion over break.
The custodial staff will take
advantage of the lack of student
interference in their duties to con-
centrate on thoroughly cleaning
the bathrooms, lounges, and hall-
ways of all dorms
TheBiology Auditorium will
also undergo a thorough renova-
tion. The seats will be
reupholstered, the carpet re-
placed, and the walls painted. A
new video projector and sound
system will also be installed, al-
lowing returning students not only
to see, but to hear a difference
upon their return to biology lec-
tures and other events hosted in
the auditorium.
An ongoing project, the re-
placing of the indoor track in
Wertheimer Fieldhouse, is slated
to be completed over break as
well.
The base for this track was
completed before Thanksgiving,
but the track has remained out of
use since then. Students shall re-
turn to a running surface which
Kurella describes as "high qual-
ity, fast, and yet comfortable for
recreational use."
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News Brief
By Ryan A. McDermott
Staff Reporter
The Arthur Davis Foundations of Jacksonville, Florida
recently gave a $ 100,000 grant to help with the recent construc-
tion of Kenyon College's new Mayer Art Center.
The center, which houses Kenyon's primary photography,
prinunaking and sculpture facilities, is a result of years of
planning by faculty members, who worked to meet the needs of
expanded art programs and the College's growing enrollment.
President Philip Jordan thanked the trustees of the Davis
Foundations for their contribution to a project "that represents
an important addition to our campus and to the quality of our
programs in the arts."
information from Fortnightly
BOOKSTORE
continued from page one
average sales per capita of any
college bookstore, not to mention
a write-u- p in the Wall Street Jour-
nal, according to Joseph Nelson,
vice president for finance. Nelson,
who has been with the College for
16 years, credits Finefrock and his
dedicated staff with the success
that the Bookstore has enjoyed.
That success translates into a gross
profit of over $2.3 million annu-
ally.
Nelson himself visits the book-
store three times a day. The profits
he and others help to contribute are
all directed to the College to supple
ment the scholarship fund.
Shoplifting, or "shrink-
age," as it is known in a
business sense, is not the
problem here that it is on
other campuses. Finefrock
attributes this to the vigilance
and caring of Kenyon stu-
dents who tell offenders to
clean up their act or warn em-
ployees of criminal activity.
In the end, says
Finefrock, it is the students
who are number one. "Repu-
tation is easy, making people
comfortable is hard."
Correction:
-- In the Nov. 17 issue of The Collegian, Pamela Jensen's title
was misstated. She is a Professor of Political Science.
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DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD AND
VISA ACCEPTED
CHECKIN' IT TWICE.
Mom. Check. Dad. Check. Char-
lotte. Check. Uncle Fred. Check.
Aunt Louise. Ch . . .
Aunt
Louise!
You forgot Aunt Louise. And,
what with all-nighte- rs, papers and
exams, there's no time to recover.
Don't panic! We've got you co-
vered. We've got
Aunt
Doris
Jean.
She's the staff Santa at The
Kenyon Review. Just e-m- ail her at
DILTSD or give her a call at 3339
and she'll take care of everything.
She'll arrange a KR subscription
for Aunt Louise and even send her
a card from you.
Aunt Louise will get a year's
worth of the very best new writing
from all over the world. In-your-f- ace
outrage, girly-gi- rl giggles,
tough bud trauma, love-lace- d
lyricism. Stuff to take her breath
away, tug at her heart and excite
her intellect and imagination. And
she'll be impressed with you.
Your fine taste and all the trouble
and expense you've gone to. She'll
think you're
Sweet.
Big bucks? Nope. Just $22 for a
whole year. And no hassle for
you, thanks to Aunt Doris Jean.
KchyonRevievv
Subscribe to the Collegian
$25 per subscription
for 23 issues per year
checks payable to:
The Kenyon Collegian
Student Affairs Center
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How to Get
By George VV. Stone
Staff Columnist
When I was little I asked Santa
to bring to me a machine called
"The Armitron." It was made by
Radio Shack and it promised to do
helpful things for me, like pick
stuff up, crush action figures, and
make noises. Too great an offer to
refuse? Not for Santa. Marketed as
a "robot arm," The Armitron was
really just mechanized tongs from
Taiwan, and only after a certain
degree of autodidactic virtuosity
could one "command" it to do any-
thing at all. Never once could it
pick up my room; it could barely
crush a gingerbread man; and it
made noises that were more like
electric burps than hydraulic
pumps. Santa was wise. I never got
The Armitron. My friend Gilbert
did; he has never forgiven Santa. I
learned a lesson.
Later, another holiday season
arose and I asked my parents for
"The Evil Knieval Stunt Set." It
was a small plastic motorcycle with
a plastic man (in the likeness of
Evil) sitting atop it and a plastic
ramp that served as a generator to
the plastic gears inside the motor-
cycle. The idea was that you would
engage the bike in the ramp, rev up
the "engine" by turning a handle,
and press a button to unleash Evil
in the world. He could conquer
concrete, dirt, pebbles, puddles,
carpet (although not think shag),
Pollack Reports Bloody Siege
By Judah Pollack
Staff Columnist
The following report was
smuggled out of Cromwell Cot-
tage in the dead of night. One of
our spy's was captured and is cur-
rently being detained for
questioning by Sheila Jordan,
alias:THE HAMMER. What you
are about to read is highly sensitive
material referring to the events of
Nov. 25 and 26, Thanksgiving
break, 1994, at which time the
Religion Department lay siege the
Horwitz House(Political Science).
On Nov. 25 at 4:00 as the
Political Science Department filed
into the Horwitz House for a de-
partmental meeting a carefully
executed line of Volvo's began to
surround the house. At4:05 Vernon
Schubel stood atop the hill across
from the house reminiscent of T.E.
Lawrence on a wind swept dune.
With raised scimitar gleaming he
gave out a battle cry. Immediately
following the entire religion de-
partment jumped atop their Volvos
and rejoined the cry. It was a sight
to see as a saddled yet riderless
white horse went bounding down
middle path. And with this the siege
began.
What You
and almost anything else except
grass, which tangled the gears of
Evil. This gift was in my posses-
sion for about 36 hours, until I set
the plastic man (in a handstand
position) on his bike and sent him
down the street, past the neigh-
bors, past the neighbors' dog, and
right under the rubber tires of the
postman's Jeep. Thus, Evil was
wiped from the face of this earth.
Again I learned a lesson.
I don't often ask for toys these
days. Part of me prefers the stabil-
ity of a J. Crew shirt to the
unpredictability of Mattel prod-
ucts. And another, more avaricious
part, suggests to me that cold, hard
cash means more to my creditors
than, say, the Make-I- t and Bake-I- t
Oven. Or maybe that's not my ava-
rice at all; it certainly reflects my
evolution as a consumer.
At any rate, it occurs to me
that despite (or maybe because
of) the commercialism of the holi-
day season there is something
very special about holiday gift-givin- g.
In fact, the time spent with
family and friends is itself a gift,
and we would all probably save a
lot ofeffort and money if we would
just admit to ourselves that fact.
But material gifts are important
too, at least as temporal expres-
sions of a more eternal love.
Nevertheless, gifts are tricky
things and although I was tempted
to create a wish list of things
Kenyon might hope for this holi
Islamic calls to prayer were
blared through speakers in con-
junction with the catapulting of
flaming faggots.(A.L.S.O. was
horrified at this until it was ex-
plained to them that a faggot is a
ball of burning twigs.) All elec-
tricity and water were cut off to the
house at 4:15 as Professor Royal
Rhodes implored the department
to stop in the name of God. He was
s ubseq uentlybeheadcdinthe name
of God. Joseph Adler, a tactical
genius descended from Trotsky on
his father's side, began to plan the
assault when the unforeseen oc-
curred.
The Horwitz House trans-
formed itself intoa virtual fortress.
Steel shutters closed down overall
the windows and a giant replica of
the shield of Achilles descended
over the front door. A flag was
hoisted above the roof bearing a
picture of Leo Strauss in Prussian
military garb. Professor Clor later
explained their readiness by say-
ing the Political Science
Department is like the Boy
Scouts,"We're always prepared."
But Kenyon's intelligence agen-
cies all agree that the department
had been planning a coup of the
college. Apparently Professor
page three OPINION
Want (Need) This Holiday Season
day season, I will not for two good
reasons. One: because the assem-
blage of a wish list might suggest
that we are incapable of producing
for ourselves the items requested
on it Even though $100,000,000
for the endowment fund, the con-
struction of an ice-rin- k in front of
Peirce Hall, Hunan Garden instead
of A.R.A., and the man formerly
known as Prince as our new Presi-
dent seem like lofty goals for the
next semester, we should probably
stay away from the charity re-
quested by a wish list, setting our
sights on cooperative effort to turn
our dreams into reality. And Two:
the things we want may not be the
things we need; the reality of the
gifts we ask for may be a manipu-
lative plastic charade, just like The
Armitron was for my childhood
friend. How can we afford to get
the gifts we ask for?
The best thing we can do this
holiday season is decide for our-
selves what it is we really need.
What gift can make us even more
fully ourselves? Or, on a commu-
nity level, what gifts should we
recognize we need and what gifts
should we realize we already have?
I took these questions to my
friend, who seems always to have
j ust the right answer to every quan-
dary, and he said this: "Just as the
best religions are the "Desert Reli-
gions' the ones that teach you
how little you need and how abun-
dantly you are provided for
of Horwitz House over Thanksgiving Break
Klesner has a "friend" in Guate-
mala who deals in army surplus
and got the department a good deal
on iL
At this point a standoff began
which lasted until 2:00 A.M. Pro-
fessor Goldberg (P.S.), a
moonshiner, explained it took that
long to bring the oil to a boil.
During this time the Poli. Sci. pro-
fessors al ternated on the shortwave
radio attempting to contact their
friends in the local N.R.A. chap-
ters.
Meanwhile the Religion De-
partment called upon its friends in
the History and English depart-
ments for reinforcements. Half of
the History department mobilized
immediately but never reached the
siege because the other half of the
department blocked their way. A
brawl ensued and the Seitz house
received extensive damage. One
History Professor was overheard
as saying,"We trashed the place."
The English department ral-
lied and after a pep talk from
Professor Mason which no one
pretended to understand, and a short
speech on the sexual nature of lay-
ing siege by Professor Clarvoe they
went to help. They arrived just as
the Religion Department was pull
naturally the best gifts are those
that teach you to appreciate the
affluence of gifts already proffered
you."
LETTER TO THE EDITORS
Students Attack Decision to
Host Angelou in Rosse Hall
Dear Editors:
In May of this academic year,
Kenyon will be lucky enough to
have poet Maya Angelou come
and speak. Sponsored by Student
Lectureships, Maya Angelou is the
most celebrated, talented, and won-
derful speaker to come to Kenyon
in years. As students we are ex-
tremely excited about the
opportunity to hear her speak.
Unfortunately, chances are good
that we will not get to attend the
lecture.
Student Lectureships has de-
cided to hold the lecture in Rosse
Hall, which seats a maximum of
650 people. They have chosen to
sell tickets to the event. Although
tickets to students are free, there
will be a limited number of tickets
that can be sold. We find this deci-
sion disgraceful.
First and foremost, the money
through which Student Lecture-
ships brought Ms. Angelou to
campus comes directly from the
students. There are approximately
ing back from the pouring of hot
oil.
With this the stand off resumed
until the idea was hatched to use
books as weapons. Professor Sharp
called this use of literature sacri-
lege. The Religion Department
promptly called for his head on a
platter for a member's birthday but
the English Department merely
banished him to a library stocked
solely with Tom Clancy and John
Grisham.
The besiegers proceeded to
lob books down the chimney of the
Horwitz Fortress. Alternately The
Koran. The Myth of Lilith. and
The Karma Sutra were dropped
into the chimney. Soon agonizing
yawps and yiddish obscenities were
heard emanating from Professor
Bauman. A quick volley of The.
Leviathan and Plato's Republic
was shot back out of the Horwitz
Fortress. The exchange continued
until a collective OY was heard
from Horwitz as Bell Hooks
dropped down the chimney and
the Religion Department retreated
from Aristotle's Ethics.
Professor DePascuale was
observed standing on the sidelines
shaking his head in dismay with a
copy of Camus' The Plague in
The best gift, I assume, is not a gift
in the material sense but an aware-
ness of a multitude of gifts
see STONE page seven
1250 students on campus each se-
mester. How can the committee
justify holding the lecture in a place
where less than half the student
body can attend? Should we not
have access to the lectures that we
pay for? Secondly, Ms. Angelou's
presence on campus is an event not
only for the students, but for the
entire community. We are a strong
school and community because we
share and learn from each other.
Our community thrives because
we are willing to work together,
and organize events that we all can
attend. Can we justify organizing
this event so that people from the
surrounding Gambier and the
Mount Vernon communities are
excluded? Instead of having the
event in Rosse, why not hold Ms.
Angelou's lecture outside? Hold
her lecture on Peirce lawn, like
summer sendoff, or in front of
Samuel Mather, like commence-
ment and graduation. As a rain
site, we can use Emst or
see EDITOR page seven
hand. The I.P.H.S . house, which is
right next to Horwitz, protected
itself witha wall of Richard Rorty's
works held together by Jonathan
Swift's writings. During this quiet
time Professor Van Holde suddenly
ran from the fortress, broke through
the line and made for the book-
store. Someone thinks they heard
him screaming something about
Dr. Pepper. After this the only
words to exit Horwitz were uttered
as Professor Bauman scream-ed,"Wh- at
are you, meshuga?"
At noon on the 25th Professor
Sacks showed up and lead the be-
siegers on a slew of Woody G uthrie
tunes as a means of torment. How-
ever no screams were heard. The
Religion department had been
beaten by an ironic error. They had
forgotten that the Political Science
department had a female profes-
sor, Pam Jensen, whose office is in
Acland House, and laid siege be-
fore she arrived for the meeting.
With the help of the Economics
Department she was able to access
the secret tunnels the Political Sci-
ence Department had built during
the Cold War in case the Commu-
nists took over the campus. They
were whisked to safety and the
siege came to a quiet end.
PERSPECTIVES
Tallis Scholars Familiarize Kenyon With Obscure Music
By James ParrIS Senior Staff Writer
Classical music lovers
swoon at hearing the
names Beethoven, Mo-
zartw and Brahms, or even
the less well-know- n
names of Schoenberg and
Bartok. But those who
attended Saturday night's
performance by the
world-renowne- d Tallis
Scholars are now on a
first-nam- e basis with
some of the obscure masters of
early religious music, including Jan
Pieterszoon Sweelinck, Giovanni
Pierluigi da Palestrina, and
Orlandus Lassus.
The Tallis Scholars are a ten-memb- er
choral group specializing
in sacred music of the European
Renaissance. The London-base- d
group is directed by Conductor
Peter Phillips, who is also well-know- n
as a musician and music
scholar. .
The five men and five women
who comprise the group performed
nearly two hours of 16th century
music to the delight ofa crowd that
started lining up outside RosseHall
Generations'
By Matt Harry(a Staff Writer
I When "Star Trek:
The Next Generation"
. firstaired on television
seven years ago,
people were skeptical.jj How could someone
ever replace Kirk and
t crew from the wildly
M successful 60's show
and fourpopular films?
mV Over time' however,
the new, more politi
cally correct "Star Trek" won
over even die-har- d Trekkies.
Now with "Star Trek: Gen-
erations," the transition from old
to new is complete. Thanks to a
freak time flux called the Nexus,
Captain Jean-Lu- c Picard
(Patrick Stewart) and Captain
James Kirk (William Shatner)
leap the generational gap and
pair up to stop mad Dr. Soran
(Malcolm McDowell) from
WHAT S the WdKSj
PART ABOUT A
t- - TAPERS? CLASSES?
NOPE.
HEARING-- THE --5ME
BP" question a billion
TIMES...
one hour before the performance.
The impeccable skill of the Tallis
Scholars was matched by their pro-
fessional and stylish attitude as
each of the men was adorned in
coat and tails while the women
were resplendent in floor-lengt-h
evening gowns.
Much of the audience was
unfamiliar with Renaissance cho-
ral music, and few people probably
expected the a capella performance
of pieces by lesser-know- n com-
posers. With the sheer harmonic
brilliance of the opening strains of
Orlandus Lassus' "Alma
redemptoris Mater," any doubt
about the entertainment in store
was quickly dispelled.
All of the pieces sung by the
Tallis Scholars were based on Ro-
man Catholic catechism, including
the longest and most complex piece
of the night, Lassus' "Mass."
Few members of the audience
seemed bothered by the language
barrier as the Scholars conveyed
through their voices the feelings of
sorrow and joy behind every syl-
lable.
Phillips conducted a set of
music that offered a choice sam-
pling of Renaissance composers of
Passes the Star Trek Torch
blowing up a solar system.
Probably the most disappoint-
ing aspect of "Generations" is the
story. Scripted by Ronald D. Moore
and Brannon Braga, the plot is
little more than an elongated, ex-
pensive television episode. Having
already established a precedent for
intelligent, provocative stories, the
series' warp to film fails to go one
better than the norm. Time and its
properties has already been the
subject of several successful shows;
the concept of the Nexus is hardly
anything new.
What "Generations" lacks in
plot, though, it makes up for in
special effects. Primarily created
by the geniuses at Industrial Light
& Magic, the visuals are stunning,
ranging from a weightless cham-
pagne bottle to a high seas
ceremony on the holodeck. Tired
of bridge explosions that incorpo-
rate tiny sparks and a few measly
screams? "Generations" ups the
ante; when the bridge on this En
Now, with this ohe-Tih- s: offer,
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Flemish, Italian.English, andNor-wegia-n
origin. The set included
different musical interpretations of
the same texts, as with the "Hodie
Christus natus est" ("Today Christ
is born") of both Luca Marenzio
and Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck or
the "Alma redemptoris Mater"
("Gracious Mother of the Re-
deemer") of Orlando Lassus and
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina.
This parallel organization allowed
the audience to hear just how dif-
ferently two composers manage to
interpret the same piece of reli-
gious text
Every piece came alive
through the talents of the Tallis
Scholars, but highlights included
Lassus' Mass during the first half
of the program and Sweelinck's
rollicking version of "Hodie
Christus natus est" to end the show.
Also remarkable were the two ver-
sions of"AJma redemptoris Mater"
of Palestrina, who interprets the
same lines of catechism in two
very different manners himself.
The first was striking in its relative
simplicity, while the second em-
ployed a polychoral device to
garner the maximum emotional
effect from the ten voices. These
terprise blows, people go flying
and metal ricochets around the
cabin.
Fans of the television pro-
gram will also appreciate the
secondary storyline involving
Data, an android that is the 90's
answer to Spock. The gold-eye- d
synthetic puts an emotion chip
into his neural net so he can be
more human. His virgin experi-
ences with humor, anger, and
fear are the high points of the
film.
Unfortunately, other crew
members are not as fleshed out.
Dr. Beverly Crusher (Gates
McFadden) and Commander
Will Riker (Jonathan Frakes)
have little more than cursory
roles in the motion picture.
Another disappointment is
Malcolm McDowell's perfor-
mance as Dr. Soran. Looking
and sounding exactly like Sting,
McDowell's villain just doesn't
see TREK page seven
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pieces were the high points of a
uniquely magnificent evening.
The Tallis Scholars' perfor-
mance was the first installment of
the Kenneth Taylor Concert Series
KMT Review Showcases
Various Broadway Pieces
By Rachel Grossman
Staff Writer
IJ The Kenyon MusicalTheater Review (KMTR)
performed their first
show of the year last
Thursday, showcasing
0 some great talent and
demonstrating a lot of po-tenti- al.
The show,I directed by sophomore
Katie Norris and choreo-
graphed by sophomore
Amanda K. Berg, con
sisted of 1 1 individual songs from
a variety of musicals. Most of the
numbers were either solos or duets
featuring different combinations
of the 13 KMTR performers.
The highlights of the perfor-
mances were due to the immense
talent of the singers, as well as the
content of the songs. One such
highlight was "Agony" from the
musical "Into the Woods." The
song is a conversation between the
two princes who pine away for
Cinderella and Rapunzel, with each
prince claiming to be in more an-
guish then theother. As the princes,
first-ye- ar students Matt Herman
and Dave Carroll sounded won-
derful together and looked even
better in identical Burger King
crowns. They were able to keep
straight faces and sing perfectly
while milking the number for ev-
ery laugh.
Another stand-ou- t perfor-
mance was by Berg and senior Joe
Stollenwerk, singing "Unworthy
of Your Love" from "Assassins."
The number is a beautiful song
about forbidden love. However,
listening to it is anything but a
serious experience. Stollenwerk
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and Small Groups to Promote
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sponsored by the Kenyon Music
Department. Taylor was a music
professor at Kenyon from 1966-199- 3
as well as a performer and
scholar of ancient music.
played John Hinckley, Jr. dream-
ing of Jodie Foster, and Berg was
"Squeeky" Frome singing to
Charles Manson.
The basic concept behind the
number was so silly that the audi-
ence laughed steadily all the way
through it. The impeccable sing-
ing, however, was nothing to laugh
at.
Other KMTR members that
deserve recognition include sopho-
more Adam Howard performing
lead vocals in the theme song "Jesus
Christ Superstar" from the musi-
cal, and sophomore Kate Nave for
her a capella solo in "The Cross-
ing" from "Big River."
The two problems with the
KMTR show were very general.
First, the choreography was choppy
and awkward at times. There was
too much walking back-and-for- th
during solo performances. Pieces
were at their best when the entire
group was on stage and involved,
such as "Skid Row: Downtown"
from "Little Shop of Horrors." As
the number of performers on the
stage got smaller, the movements
seemed to decline as well.
Secondly, the projection of the
group was fairly weak. Again, this
was not a problem when the entire
KMTR was performing. However,
cleverly-writte- n songs, such as
"The Tennis Song" from "City of
Angels," were lost because of low
volume. A solution may lie in the
placement of the piano, which
could be drowning out the per-
formers because it was so far
downstage.
Despite such flaws, after at-
tending a delightful and enjoyable
show, the only way they are headed
is up.
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As the dancers prepare for a
lighting rehearsal of their fall con-
cert, Associate Professor of Dance
and Drama Maggie Patton explains
last-minu- te directions for their en-
trance: "The front curtain will be
closed, the house lights will be
down..."
And, with that, the rehearsal
commences.
The opening piece for the con-
cert which will be held today,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in
the Hill Theater begins with the
music of Spike Jones, which is
comparable to the animated air of
Loony Tunes, and moves into the
majestic marches of Sousa.
For the opening, entitled "Go-
ing, Going," the dancers were told
to choose their own costumes. "So
they raided the costume shop!"
explains Patton. As a result, the
dancers appear on stage clothed in
everything from a tiger leotard to a
trench coat to a Cinderella cos-
tume.
, .,
On stage they work together
in groups, as pairs, and even as an
"animal" a chain ofpeople with
a surprise twist in what Patton
, describes as "a real wild and won-
derful warm-up.- " The stage is full
of smiles and laughter, and the
enthusiastic energy of the dancers
can be felt through the display of
will be presented
on Friday at 7
p.m. in Rosse
Hall.
This con-
cert is the first
for the group's
five new mem-
bers: first-yea- r
students Cara
Montlack.Grace
Peck and Karen
Scottand sopho-
mores Julie
Smith and Jen
Williams. It will
also be the first and only concert of
the year for junior Elena DiMuzio,
another of the group's co-preside- nts,
who will be studying abroad
next semester.
"We'll probably sing a couple
songs off the CD and bring back some
good songs from the Owl Creek files
as well as songs from earlier this se-
mester," said Carla Ainsworth.
the modem dances they have cre-
ated.
The music of the concert, one
of two such concerts presented by
the Kenyon College Dance En-
semble each year, is as diverse as
the costumes of the opening num-
ber. It includes selections from Lisa
Lisa, Enigma, Outback and Ravel,
as well as music from Latin
America and a piece composed by
former Kenyon students.
For this concert, seniors Tina
Boycr and Jenna Cameron, junior
Molly McWhortcr, and sopho-
mores Corinna Coscntino, Aubrie
Hall, Mcida McNeal and Mila
Thigpen have choreographed indi-
vidual pieces.
The student pieces draw their
inspiration from a number of
sources: Coscntino, for example,
used Maurice Ravel's "String
Quartet in F' for her composition
"Passing Forms" while McNeal
based her "Tunnel Vision" on the
dancers' own personal experiences.
In addition, Cameron used the
plant Lunaria as the basis for her
pieceset to music by Andres Manta.
Hall drew upon music by Enigma
to create her quintet "Beyond."
McWhorter recreated a piece
originally done by two men two
years ago. Both of them were non-dance- rs,
so "the original was very
pedestrian," she explains. She re-
constructed it and designed it for
female dancers; as a result, her
"The concert should be good,
and I'm excited about that. We're
singing quite a few songs," said
DiMuzio.
"We've picked up some strong
voices," Ainsworth said, "and this
should be reflected in the 'new
person song,' which should be quite
good and entertaining." The
strength of those voices is also re
"We've picked up
some strong voices,
and this should be
reflected in the
'new person song,1
which should be
quite good...."
- Carla Ainsworth '95
flected by the
fact that two
new members,
Williams and
Scott, are fea-
tured in solos.
DiMuzio
added that
this strength
is "good for
upcoming
years after
the rest of us
are gone."
"I've
felt like the
Owl Creeks havebeen gaining mo-
mentum through the years I've been
in the group," said Ainsworth. "I
think the campus has been aware
of that and supportive of it, and
that makes it easier to do what we
do."
"People in the Owl Creeks
appreciate the experience above
and beyond just being able to sing
"Good Girls Don't Dance" con-
tains "a lot of strength moves."
Dancer Julia Eisinger, a se-
nior, described McWhorter's piece
as being "about two people always
coming in to contact and either sup-
porting each other or not."
Eisinger and McWhorter both
agree dancing is a lot of fun, but
also hard work.
McWhorter adds that she is
very impressed with the dancers
this year. They have been working
very hard, she says.
"There will be something for
everyone" at the concert, she adds.
While McWhorter's piece is
based on support and strength,
Owl Creeks to Show New Faces at Concert
By Amy Rich
Senior Staff Reporter
"Rumor has it that Cara
Montlack is going to dye her hair
black for the concert," announced
senior Carla Ainsworth, co-presid- ent
of the Owl Creeks.
That concert - the a cappella
group's annual winter concert -
somewhere," DiMuzio said.
"There's a unique interaction be-
tween people in the group. One of
our alumni who graduated last year
is coming back for the concert,
which shows that you're always an
Owl Creek."
"We're so much of a group
that it's hard to isolate any one
individual from the rest," echoed
Ainsworth.
However, DiMuzio said that
the group owes a great deal to
Ainsworth: "She's extremely tal-
ented and a wonderful leader. She's
a pretty great person."
The winter concert is one of
the Owl Creeks' two major con-
certs each year. In addition to its
preparation for this concert, the
group has been busy with a num-
ber of other performances around
Ohio, including several at alumni
gatherings.
The Owl Creeks' latest CD,
"Not Afraid to Snack," will be
available after the concert. "You
can also get it anytime from any of
us," said DiMuzio. "It includes 23
songs, and I'm not ashamed to
shamelessly promote itbecause it's
good. I'm really proud of it."
A reception will be held in
Peirce Lounge after the concert.
"We'd love for everyone to come,"
said DiMuzio.
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Ensemble to Intertwine Eclectic Mix of Music, Dance
Clwreographed by Students, Fall Dance Concert Draws Inspiration From Plants, Personal Experiences
By Eva McClellan
Staff Reporter
I.
Ensemble members rehearse for Fall Dance Concert (photo by Chris Adams)
Boyer's 'Taking Turns," set to
Hans Zimmer's "You're So Cool,"
is more of a joyful gathering.
"It'sacelebration...about pos-
sessing joy and boogieing with it,"
explains first-ye- ar student Sarah
Ledbetter, who dances in the num-
ber.
Visiting Assistant Professor
of Dance Sarah Greenlaw also will
perform her "Sky Dance," a solo
which she created in collaboration
with her husband at an interdisc-
iplinary artists' workshop in
Wisconsin last year.
Greenlaw describes the piece
as "reflective, nostalgic ponderings
on nature and earth, living out
doors."
Patton said the audiences' re-
actions following the concerts are
usually positive and enthusiastic.
There tends to be a good crowd,
including many full house perfor-
mances, she adds.
After running through the
opener twice during the rehearsal,
the dancers rehearse the first stu-
dent piece, Thigpen's "Shut Up
and Dance." The dancers jazz to
the beat of Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam
while clad in black tights and
brightly colored tops.
The piece ends with one ques-
tion that echoes through the theater:
"What will people say?"
Symposium to Examine Future of
Information Technology at Kenyon
By Margaret Hamilton
Staff Reporter
In an effort to keep the Col-
lege aware of the fast-pac- ed
technological world, Kenyon is
co-sponsor-ing the "Strategic Vi-
sions Symposium's with Denison
University. The symposium will
be held at Kenyon on Dec. 16 and
at Denison on Dec. 17 and is not
open to the general public,
Kcnyon's Future of Infor-
mation Technology Committee,
which represents faculty, students :
and administrators interested in
exploring the future of informa-
tion technology, is responsible for?
organizing the symposium.
The committee hopes that
knowledge gained through the :
symposium can be used in both ?
adm mistrati ve and academic af-lai-rs.
Six national leaders in infor-
mation technology and libraries
will discuss issues of technology :;
and the potential for its further use
on campus. The leaders' areas of
expertise range from educational
computing and library catalogu-
ing to administrative computing
and electronic publishing.
The symposium's discussion
s groups will be kept small to facili
: tateproductivediscussion between
the symposium leaders, the senior
! adm inistrativc staffs of Kenyon
s and Denison, the computing and
s library staffs of the two schools,:
and selected representatives of the
Future of Information Technol-
ogy Committee.
According to Scott Siddall,
director of academiccompuiing at
Kenyon, questions that will be
addrescd include:
What can be done to create
the best learning infrastructure?
What challenges will organ-
izations face as a result of empow-
ering technologies?
What will scholarly inform
tion and communications look like
in the future?
How far should schools go
to engineer their administrative
procedures?
What is the role of technol-
ogy in fostering and sustaining a
learning community?
Through this symposium,
Kenyon also hopes to create a
concrete list of technological goals :
for the next century that will ben-
efit all areas of the College.
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By Rachel Engelke
Staff Reporter
"The Wizard of Oz"
Friday, 8 p.m., Biology A uditorium
This timeless classic, directed by
Victor Fleming, has been restored
after 50 years to rev italize the mag ic
that has made this film a favorite
for all audiences. Judy Garland
stars as Dorothy, the young girl
who dreams she and her dog Toto
are in the Land of Oz. Along the
way she meets members of her
family, disguised as characters in
Oz, and remains firm in her belief
that "there's no place like home."
narrative about a young
woman who cautions a friend about
the dangers of naive trust, while
Ludwig SenflVIch S tund an Einen
Morgen" is about a parting conver-
sation between a man and a woman.
The Chamber Singers will also
perform a portion of Paul
Hindemith's "Five Songs" and a
The 1939 film also features Ray
Bolger, Bert Lahr, and Jack Haley.
"The Dark Crystal"
Saturday, 8p.m., Biology Auditorium
The creators of the Muppets
Jim Henson and Frank Oz bring
you this animated fantasy tale made
in the spirit of J.R.R Tolkein. If
you loved the magical splendor of
such characters as E.T. and Yoda,
you'll love this 1983 film.
'The Nightmare Before Christmas"
Wednesday, 10 p.m.. Biology
Auditorium
Before you buckle down for ex
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Chamber Singers, Choir to Present Music 'That Needs To Be Heard'
Works By, About Women -- from the Renaissance to World War I -- to Highlight Winter Concert
By Heide Schaffner
Staff Reporter
Musical works written by and
about women will be the focus of
the Community Choir and the
Kenyon College Chamber Sing-
ers' winter concert on Saturday at
8 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Associate Professor of Music
Benjamin Locke, who directs both
singing groups, admitted the con-
tent of the concert was influenced
by this year's celebration of 25
years of women at Kenyon. But he
also pointed out that it was not the
sole determinant
of the featured
works.
"It's good
music and it needs
to be heard," said
Locke, who added
that discrimination
against women in
the arts has existed
for a long time. He
noted, however, the
Locke noted the
"tide has turned,"
and music written
by women is now
more accessible
to performers.
"tide has turned,"
and music written by women contin-
ues to become more accessible to
performers.
Locke further explained that
pieces written as long ago as the
Renaissance have recently been
"unearthed," and that work by con-
temporary female composers is
performed with increasing fre-
quency.
The 80-memb- er Community
Choir will open with a piece by
Eleanor Daley based on a poem
about World War I by John McCrae
entitled "In Bander's Fields." The
Choir also will perform such var-
ied pieces as excerpts from
Schubert's "Mass in G Major,"
Britten's "Ole Joe has gone Fish-
ing" (a round from the opera "Peter
Grimes"), and "Guillame se va
Chaufer" (attributed to Josquin).
"Guillame
se va Chaufer"
is considered a
Renaissance
"novelty
piece," said
Locke, because
the tenor con-
sists only of a
single note, and
the bass of only
two notes. The
song suppos-
edly was composed for King of
France Louis XII, who delighted
in music but possessed a very poor
voice. By creating a part which
consisted of a single note held
throughout the piece, the composer
created a song in which the king
could participate.
Following the Josquin piece,
the Choir will perform a Requiem
by Puccini, which will feature a
viola solo by Locke's daughter
Amber.
In addition to performing sev-
eral works by women, the
47-memb- er Chamber Singers will
perform songs which tell stories
about women. Orlando di Lasso's
"Ich Waiss Mir Ein Meidlein" in-
cludes a
pair of religious pieces by Ramona
Luenguen and Zoltan Kodaly.
For the finale of this year's
winter concert, the Choir members
and the Chamber Singers, who
Locke notes "are doing extremely
well" this year, will join and per-
form a pair of spirituals. The two
groups will sing Jester Hairston's
"Elijah Rock" and John Warren
Owen's "Nobody Knows."
ams, enjoy the final KFS presenta-
tion of the semester, Tim Burton's
holiday fantasy about Hallow-eentown-he- ro
Jack Skellington's
efforts to redefine Christmas.
Danny Elfman, a collaborator with
Burton on Batman and Edward
Scissorhands, has created yet an-
other hauntingly original musical
score for this animated film. Fans
of Burton recognize this as one of
his best, brought to you just in time
for the holidays.
Information taken in part from
"The Video Movie Guide," "Rob-
ert Ebert's Video Companion and
cinema periodicals.
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TREK
continued from page four
seem like the kind of guy who
would make Kirk or Picard quake
in their Starfleet uniforms. The
wrath of Soran could never be on
par with "The Wrath of Kahn."
Then there's James T. him-
self. In what is supposedly his last
appearance as the captain, Shatner
finally has some fun with the char-
acter that made him famous. When
ramrod Picard commands Kirk to
help him, he retorts, "I was out
saving the universe before you were
even in diapers!"
For the most part, "Genera-
tions" serves as a transitional
movie. Despite the simple story,
the film is still entertaining enough
to keep you in your seat. The main
point isn't to awe audiences with
epic-scal- e productions, but to bid
farewell to the old crew and usher
in the next generation. Be assured,
audiences can expect the "Star
Trek" legacy to continue for quite
some time.
The Kenyon Collegian invites
you to express your opinions
on the OP-E- D page. Please
submit your editorial via vax
(e-ma- il COUGHLIN or
TUNNELL) or drop offa copy
at the Student Affairs Center.
STONE
continued from page three
already in your possession. So I
thanked my friend for his help.
At Kenyon it is easy to com-
plain about a heavy workload, or
of Grade "D" hamburgers, expen-
sive pencils, VAX backups,
minuscule endowments, distance
from "real culture," proximity to
corn, and strange logical patterns
of Security Department officers.
What is more difficult is to see how
these less-savo- ry elements of our
community help to make more
apparent and vital the real gifts
inherent to life in Gambier. If all
one sees of Kenyon are superficial
limitations, it is no surprise that
wish lists are central to his or her
understanding of gifts. But if one
can see beyond these limitations, he
or she might note that there really
are a lot of gifts provided already.
What are these gifts? They
may be different for each person.
But they can be found. How does
one appreciate these gifts? Prob-
ably just by appreciating them.
How does one respond to a gift?
By giving a comparable gift back,
I think.
Now I will defer again to my
friend, who has a knack for won-
derful phrasing, and allow him to
conclude. He has spent a long time
in Gambier, long enough to have
amassed and shared a wealth of
gifts with this little village. He
wonders "Why ask for gifts when
our gifts are all about us?" I think
that is a pretty wise thing to say.
Not only does it make a lot of sense
to me, but it makes holiday shop-
ping for him a real breeze. Since he
already has Gambier, I believe I'll
just send him a card. What more
could he possibly need?
Zohnans
4 Columbus Road
$5 per Car Wash
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continued from page three
Wertheimer. With the beautiful
spring weather, on a gorgeous
starry night, Kenyon would offer a
safe and unique environment per-
fect for the lecture. By holding the
lecture outside, nobody would be
excluded. The atmosphere might
not be as intimate, but intimacy
was not a problem for Ms. Angelou
at President Clinton's inaugura-
tion. Set up a comfortable stage on
a warm May evening, with a few
thousand people waiting in appre-
ciation and anticipation, and see if
Maya Angelou does not live up to
the task.
While speaking at President
Clinton's inauguration, Ms.
Angelou read a poem about re-
newal, about bringing people
together. In bringing her here to
campus, let's make sure we live up
to and follow her lead, and use her
lecture not to separate ourselves,
but to bring us together.
Alex Dashe'95
Dan Matt Voorhees'95
STRESSED?
ACHING?
Try Therapeutic Massage
MICHAEL W. SIVEY, M. T.
Stress Management
118 E. HIGH STREET, MOUNT
VERNON
392-222- 3
Licensed Therapeutic Massage
TTTLIID) IEWIT
TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM
COLUMBUS AIRPORT
$70.00 FOR 1
STUDENT OR
GROUPS OF 7 OR
MORE FOR $10.00
l-SO(D)-23-
7-9454
SPORTS
Lords Basketball Suffers Loss
Defeat Ruptures Five Consecutive Victories Causing Keny on to Lose Advantage
By Conan Kisor
Senior Staff Reporter
Editors' Note:
This article was written prior
to Wednesday' s game against
Wittenberg. Kisor reports on the
team's previous victories.
The Kenyon College Lords'
basketball squad secured victories
in its first five games of the season,
and shares first place in the North
Coast Athletic Conference with
Wooster and Wittenberg.
Ranked third in Division III by
Sports Illustrated' s pre-seas- on
rankings, the Lords defeated Ohio
Wesleyan on Saturday in a heated 85-7- 4
contest Kenyon was led by senior
co-capta- in Chris Donovan and junior
Che Smith, who scored 24 and 18
points, respectively. Seniors Jamie
Harless and Andrew Miller followed
suit with 13 and 1 1 points.
Ladies Basketball off to Best
By Greg Ferrell
Staff Reporter
At the beginning of this sea-
son, women's head basketball
coach Ann Osborne, in her third
year, said "Our goal this season is
to improve every game." If that
goal applies to the team's record,
then the Kenyon women's basket-
ball team is not leaving too much
room for improvement.
The Ladies (3-- 1) launched
their 1994-9- 5 campaign Novem-
ber 18 on the road at the Malone
College Lady Pioneer Tip-O- ff
Tournament. Kenyon faced off
against the Th iel College Lady Cats
in the first round. After a sluggish
start in which Thiel vaulted to an
early 8-- 4 lead, the Ladies rallied
and went on a 15-- 0 run.
From then on, it was just a
matter of staying in their game and
holding off the Lady Cats. The
Ladies did this effectively en route
to a 76-5- 5 victory.
The keys to this win were re-
bounding and defense. Kenyon
controlled the boards with 52 re-
bounds, including 25 off the
offensive glass. The Ladies also
had 19 steals.
For the Ladies, sophomore
guard Kim Graf led all scorers
with 28 points, including an amaz-
ing seven three-pointer- s. First-yea- r
Lady Daisy Wilson cashed in with
12 points and a team leading 10
rebounds. Sophomore Regan
Shipman and first-ye- ar Lady Laurie
Danner contributed with eight
points each.
"Everyone was nervous, in-
cluding myself," Osborne said.
"Everyone has looked improved
from last year, but you don't know
how much until you get on the
page eight
TheB ishops andLords were neck
and neck throughout the first half, but
during the second period the Lords
prevailed inside with 15reboundsfrom
Donovan and 5 from Miller.
"The inside game is what is
going to make us or break us in close
gameslike that,"Millercommented.
Coach Bill Brown agreed, and
stressed the importance of rebounds
in this week's game against NCAC
rival Wittenberg.
"Wittenberg hasout-rebounde- d
their opponents by 30 so far this
season, so we need to get at the
boards in order to stay on top,"
Brown said.
Tensions ran high in the second
half against Ohio Wesleyan as con-
frontation was narrowly avoided
between Harless andOWU guard J J?.
Shumate after Kenyon called a time
out
"There may be situations where
court against somebody else. For
us to play that well against Thiel
was very rewarding."
With that positive note in
mind, Kenyon advanced to the tour-name- nt
final against Malone
College. Things started out grimly,
as Malone dominated during the
first 10 minutes, establishing a 24-1- 3
lead. Key buckets from Wilson
and sophomore Sarah Foran helped
bring the score to 24-2- 2. By half-tim- e,
the Ladies held a 36-3- 3 lead.
Foran squashed any hopes of
a Malone comeback with two key
steals in the last few minutes of the
game. A pair of free throws from
Graf with 21 seconds remaining
iced the 67-6- 0 upset for the Ladies.
The victory vas the first ever
tournament championship for the
Ladies, and also marked the first 2-- 0
start in the 21 year history of
Kenyon women's basketball. Graf
and Laurie Danner were named to
the all-tournam- ent team.
The team added another win
the following Wednesday, defeat-
ing Denison 64-4- 8 at home.
Osbornecommented,"This is
a big win because it was real im-
portant for us to get off on the right
foot in the conference. I was really
concerned with the long layoff that
we had."
The Ladies had not seen live
competition in nearly two weeks,
and it showed as they struggled at
the outset of their third consecu-
tive game, and they found
themselves trailing 15-- 9. But he
Ladies stormed back with nine un-
answered points, and went into the
locker room with a 26-2- 0 halftime
advantage.
Things only got better for the
Ladies in the second half, as they
hit nine of their first 1 1 shots and
other teams will try to bait key play-
ers, and the bottom line is, we have
to be smart," Brown remarked.
Harless declined comment
Another conference victory
came last Wednesday at Denison as
the Lords handily topped the Big
Red 70-5- 6.
"The win at Denison was key
as a conference opener," said Se-
nior forward Todd Czartoski, "it
gave us the push wereally needed to
prepare for OWU."
The Lords won at home last
Monday against Thiel College in a
86-6- 6 rout. With forward Che S mi th
sidelined with an ankle injury,
Harless and Donovan took up the
slack, delivering 23 and 24 points.
During their Thanksgiving
tournament championship at the
Equinox Classic at Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania, the Lords demon-
strated depth at every position as
Start Ever
never looked back. First year lady
Amy Danner and sophomore
Rachel Fikes combined for 27 of
Kenyon's 37 points in the final
period. Danner finished with 17
points total and six boards, while
Fikes had a game high 23 points
and six rebounds.
Osborne stated, "I was pleased
with the fact that other people
stepped up and got the job
done.. .we've been encouraging
other players to shoot the ball more.
It will give them more confidence
and it will open things up for other
people".
On Saturday, Kenyon's win-
ning streak came to a halt in
Delaware, Ohio against Ohio
Wesleyan. As usual, the Ladies
found themselves trailing early, but
battled back. They were down 10-- 4,
but managed to take the lead
three times before going into half-tim- e
behind by four, 36-3- 2.
The Lady Bishops came on in
the second half and went on an 1 1 --
4 run, only to be outdone by
Kenyon's subsequent 13-- 4 run.
With just under six minutes re-
maining, the Ladies had pulled
within one point, at 57-5- 6, but
OWU hit the clutch buckets and
pulled away with the win.
Graf led the Ladies with 16
points, trailed closely by Wilson's
15. Wilson was 7-- 7 from the field,
and also pul led down seven boards.
Laurieand Amy Danner each added
10 points.
The next game for the Ladies
is expected to be a tough one at
Allegheny on Saturday. Osborne
commented, "Wittenberg and Al-
legheny are going to be a real
challenge. They are important
games for us, and we need to keep
improving through them."
to Wittenberg, 81-7- 0
well as high scoring potential. First-ye-ar
player Dontay Hardnett made
his collegiate debut an impressive
one, leading the Lords with 20 points
in an explosive 102-8- 3 victory over
Haverford College.
In the second game Donovan
dominated, pumping in 33 points,
blocking 5 shots, pulling down 11
rebounds, and stealing 5 passes in a
67-5- 7 win over Swarthmore College.
It came as no surprise to find
Donovan named NCAC Player of
the Week on Monday. He is among
conference leaders in nearly every
statistical category, including a sec-
ond place rank in scoring this season,
Swim Teams Compete in
Division I Invitational
Many Individuals Qualify for Nationals
By Meredith Mathe
Staff Reporter
Thursday was the first of three
days of competition at the Miami
University Invitational for the
Kenyon men's and women's swim
teams. Confidently remembering
their winning performances that re-
sulted when they last faced Division
I Miami University three weeks ago,
Kenyon travelled to Oxford, Ohio,
hoping to be even stronger.
Here, Kenyon faced a Division
III foe, Oberlin, and a slew of Divi-
sion I schools besides Miami: Ball
State University, the Universities of
Missouri, Indiana, and Cincinnati,
plus Bowling Green and Wright
State. The men and women once
again proved not only to be able to
compete with these schools, but also
to turn heads in recognition of their
talents.
The women placed sixth out of
eight teams overall, with 308 points.
The women had a good meet, with
several strong performances. Three
swimmers made A-cu- ts in the 1650
freestyle, automatically qualifying
for nationals in this event Senior
tri --captain Nancy Johnson made her
mark with her time of 17:29.93.
Sophomore Sarah Ahcarn qualified
with a time of 17:25.48. And in
17:35.46, junior Erin Hatton also
qualified.
Several other women made it
to B-cu- ts. Sophomore Beth Bclanger
made 18: 11.78 in the 1650. Fellow
sophomore Katie Petrock just
missed A-cu- ts in the 400 individual
medley, finishing in 4:40.97. In the
200 backstroke, junior Shanon
Connolly made B-cu- ts in 2:10.31,
and first year student Rachel
Schiming qualified with a time of
1:08.45 in the 100 backstroke.
The Kenyon men had a phe-
nomenal meet, coming in third
overall with 635.5 points. Only eight
points away from second place, the
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with 115 points total, and an aver-
age of 23 points per game. The
Lords' Jam ie Harless and Che S mith
also are among scoring leaders, av-
eraging 18.4 and 14.3 points per
game respectively. Donovan is also
among the league leaders in re-
bounds, averaging 14.5 per contest
"We're going to be fine offen-
sively. Our goal is to average 90
points per game, ifwe can. We have
to come together, we have to put
together 40 minutes every time,"
Brown said, "I've seen a lot of good
things this year, and there are things
we have to work on. The bottom line
is, we're 5-0- ."
men opened many eyes and proved
that they will definitely be ready for
the Championships come March.
Had all of their divers been able to
compete, the men would have fin-
ished at least second overall.
Senior tri-capt- ain John Cave
had one of his best meets ever, mak-
ing A-cu- ts in the 100 breast in both
a personal best and a new team
record of 56.7 1 . Cave also made A-cu- ts
in the 200 breast in 2:05.36.
Senior tri-capta- in Andy Eaton made
A-cu- ts in the 200 free in 1:41.99.
Junior All-Americ- an Chris
Churchill made A-qualify- ing times
for the 50 free in 20.98, and also in
the 100 breast in 58.37. Michael
Dawson, also a junior, made A-cu- ts
in the 200 free with his time of
1:41.85.
Sophomore Dave Phillips made
two A-cu- ts; one in the 1650 free in
a time of 15:49.66, and one in the
500 free in 4:34.77.
Two first-ye- ar swimmers con-
tributed to Kenyon 's vast n umber of
qualfiers totalling four events among
them. Torstcn Seifert qualified in
the 1650 free in a time 16:07.40.
Awe-inspirin- g Nathan Gardner
made three A-cu- ts, winning the 200
back with a new team record of
l:51.59,the200IMin l:53.26,and
the 200 free in 1:41.78.
Several other swimmers made
B-cu- ts, among them senior Shan-
non Wilkinson in the 100 breast,
senior Neil Butler in the 400 IM,
sophomore Matt Miller in the 50
and 100 free, and first year swim-
mer Robin Blume-Koho- ut in the
200 butterfly.
Miami's new aquatic center,
where the meet was held, is the site
of this year's Division III men's
nationals. If the men are at all
superstitious, they might consider
their winning performances there to
be good omens for what will take
place in that very pool in March.
Must be something in the water.
